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1. ABSTRACr 
Tnis thesis describes an enhancement made to the IBM Inter- 
active Graphics system for modeling solids (GRIN). The enhancement 
provides the capability of entering working plane functions as 
described and set forth in a cooperative agreement between Lehigh 
University and IBM. 
The work described herein concerns the development of a systan 
to create straight lines in the working plane using all the possible 
alternative ways to define a straight line. 
An implementation of an interactive line creation process is 
described witn purpose of demonstrating the following: 
- The menus nierarchy and how the system handles the dif- 
ferent passes and in addition the arrangement of the 
prompting messages. 
- User input data channels and error recognition and 
recovery. 
- A presentation of the external procedures and Assembler 
routines invoked by the program. 
- Design of the mathematical functions, and how the power of 
a procedural language helps in breaking down the compli- 
cated calculations into simple ones with redundancy 
elimination. 
i- 
- Design of the mathematical subroutines in such a manner as 
not to limit its use only to the line creation program but 
to extend its use to any position in GRIN. 
- Ability of the user to verify the lines to be drawn before 
accepting it in tne data base. 
Finally a brief user guide is described and »ork session is 
presented. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
The single most important trend in production automation is the 
increasing use of digital computers in the design and manufacture of 
products. CAD/GAM is the term used to describe this trend and it 
stands for Computar-Aidel Design and Ccmputer-Aided Manufacturing. 
CAD/GAM has been described as the new industrial revolution. '*' 
Thera are two. basic reasons for using computer in the design of 
a product: 
1. To increase the productivity of the designer, by helping 
the designer to visualize the product and its component 
subassemblies and parts; and by reducing the time re- 
quired in synthesizing and documenting the design. 
2. To creace a data base for manufacturing. In the process 
of creating the documentation for the product design,* 
mucn of tna required data base to manufacture the product 
is also created. 
Tne heart of any CAD/GAM system is the design terminals or 
workstation. Typical GAD/CAM software might include programs to 
perform graphic manipulation functions (such as scale, zoom and 
rotate). Usually there will be some high-level language, which sup- 
ports graphics-oriented functions for programming use. 
One of the most important contributions to design, to analysis, 
and to fabrication is the greatly expanded capability that has been 
extended to a wide spectrum of "3D problems.  These systems permit 
the development of multiple views. However, an extended capability 
may be desired such as the ability to rotate or transform the 
depicted object, to determine areas, volumes, etc., to extract mul- 
tiple section views, to study intersections, or to perform general 
analyses. In this case, the conventional 3-views drawing and other 
3D views are inadequate witnout added 3D capabilities. 
For sucn extended requirements, considerable research has been 
done and progress has been made in tne automatic modeling of objects 
and/or surfaces. One mode of modeling has been accomplished by the 
ability to combine 3D construction primitives such as cylinders, 
cones, boxes, wedges, etc. There have also been notable success in 
developing 3D surfaces on a CRT. Such successes occur in applica- 
tions where it is practical for the designer to represent space 
curves by creating conventional 2D curves in each of three or- 
thogonal coordinate planes. IVie computer program can then autcmati- 
cally initiate the programmed rules, relationships, algorithms, 
etc., to compose tne surface definition of a particular object. This 
concept is most effective for surface shapes such as components of 
automobiles, airplanes, ships, and construction panels. An example 
of a 3D surface developed from a 2D curves is the design of an inlet 
for supersonic flow, one quadrant of which is depicted in Figure 
2-1. tfotice the transition from a circular 2D cross-section at one 
j 
J,' ■ ■ 
end to an almost rectangular shape at the other end. 
x=o 
Figure 2-1:  3D inlet design developed fran 2D curves 
</ 
All functions of GAD / CAM system revolve around its data base. 
Trie use of a cannon data base is critical in efficiently bridging 
the gap between CAD and CAM. 
All design begins with the idea or concept of 3D part which is 
to be produced. Traditional procedures have required transferring 
those ideas, into 2D representations. Tt> automate production, the 2D 
1 ) 
drawings mjst be reinterpreted and recreated as a 3D part for pur- 
poses of manufacturing process design. 
rfith an integrated CAD / CAM system, the conrooh data base al- 
locs direct" use of JSD part description created .during the design and 
drafting process. 
i 
3.   BACKGROUND 
3.1 GDP /GRIN 
dy supplying designers with performance data, CAD, for almost 
two decades, has been increasing productivity in the electronics in-a 
dustry before circuits are actually fabricated. lately, CAD has 
come to tne forefront vri.th the glittering premise of techniques that 
"
v
 may someday do for mechanical design what is already possible for 
electronic design. 
Graphics and modeling are the two distinct domains of CAD. In 
tne mechanical case, a distinction may be made between the display 
of an engineering drawing of a part and the data base that enables a 
program to compute tne moments of inertia of that part. 
The experience to date in developing mechanical CAD systems 
points out tnat mechanics is a more complex - discipline than 
electronics. Tnis is due to the fact that mechanics tends to deal 
*dth three dimensional (3D) parts rather than 2D circuit layouts. 
Since existing graphics display are essentially all 2D, the dimen- 
sion demands extrapolation from a 2D display to a three dimensional 
object space. In modeling, there are additional problems arising 
from the essential laws of physics, e.g., no two objects may occupy 
the same space at the same time. At IBM THOMAS J. tfASTCN RESEARCH 
, work on mechanical CAD systems began in 1975, using 
geometric modeling. The initial focus of the work was solely on the 
modeling domain and was limited to polyhedral representations. A 
Geometric Design processor(GDP) was built that supplied data struc- 
tures and programs for modeling "complex mechanical objects from 
volume primitives and polyhedral approximations to cylinders) and« 
for driving many of their engineering properties. 
A model is represented as a nierarchal structure which retains 
primitives at the lowest level, as well as compositions of the sub- 
tended primitives at higher nodes. GDP has been used to model com- 
plex mecnanical parts in many industries. Furthermore it has been 
used in tne .modeling of industrial robots and the parts, processes, 
and applications associated with them, e.g., automated path planning 
and model driven vision. As in most existing geometric modeling 
systems, the user interface was statement procedural oriented lan- 
guage. Unfortunately, because GDP lacked an interactive graphic in- 
put facility, it was usable only, by highly skilled programmers. 
Same fundamental qjestions were raised regarding mechanical CAD 
systems: First, can computer graphics provide a simple means for 
specifying volume models of 3D objects? Ttoe second question, is 
whether a mechanical designer, who is trained to design with points, 
lines, and arcs in 2D ortnographic views , could think and work in 
terms of JD volume primitives on a 2D graphic screen. 
rue approach taxen was to aid an interactive graphics input 
facility called GRIN (Graphic INput subsystem) to GDP*s modeling in 
order to build a complete experimental mechanical CAD system. An 
attempt was made to retain the power of the procedural language by 
mapping, as far as possible, the features of the language to the 
graphic interface. The resulting system was used by its developers 
and found to be effective in a wide variety of application 
demonstrations, It is currently being used in a pilot production en- 
vironment by a mechanical design group. 
SY5TB4 ORGANIZATION 
The GDP / GRItf system uses botri interactive and batch process- 
'7*' 
ing facilities to maxe solid modeling economically feasible. The 
system runs under the VM/CMS operating system. The user interacts 
witn a dialog monitor whicn collects user input and invoKes a GRIN 
command scanner. 
Some GRIN commands generate primitive volumes. These commands 
collect user input and call routines that generate the data struc- 
ture and display the resulting object. Other commands perform 
modification of existing objects( rotate, move, erase, merge, etc.) 
or change the viewing parameters(scale, view, viewing angle). Where 
a GRIN command requires function £hat already exists in GEP, the 
corresponding GDP routine is used where practicable. This is done 
for the generation and merging of polyhedra and for display with 
hidden lines removed,  'me system architecture is shewn in Figure 
3-1. 
auditor 
CaUn 
Caaputc 
truvonM 
-c Snnm 
n*» 
•      OtacrGDP 
Figure 3-1:  GRIN system architecture 
SglTM HARDWARE 
Tne hardware configuration consists of a standard IBM 3270 Al- 
phanumeric display equipped with the Graphic Attachment feature, 
wnicn a storage tube display such as a 19_inch Tektronix 618 to be 
attacned. This results in dual screen display station with with the 
10 
graphic comiands transmitted to the display head at a very high 
rate. The graphic attachment feature includes a graphic cursor con- 
trolled oy a joystick. Tne display station is attached to an ISA 
systera/370 Model 163. 
11 
4." WORKING PIANE 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
As an enhancement to GRIN, the capability of entering a working 
plane nas been established. .This capability should aid in drawing 
construction points, lines, arcs and circles. 
The working plane is represented by a node in the data base 
hierarchy thus it can be manipulated by many of the same commands 
for solids (i.e the SHOW, DRAW, WINDOW, and TREE functions-are the 
same). Once the user enters the working plane. However, the user 
is limited to entering and manipulating 2-D objects only on the 
specified working plane. Figure 4-1 shows the way the working plane f 
node will be attacned to GRIN. 
4.2 S1BTEM HARDWARE ORGANISATION 
Tne wor* done in tnis research was performed,1 in lehigh Univer- 
sity Computer Aided Manufacturing laboratory. The lab. organization 
is snown in Figure 4-2. 
4.3 WORKING PIANE MENU HIERARCHY 
When the user accesses the required working plane he can edit 
or add objects in that working plane. If the user does hot specify 
a working plane a neV working plane is created with current origin 
12 
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Figure 4-1 x      Working plane node attachment to GRIN 
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Figure 4-2:  CAM Lab. Organization 
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and orientation of the J*CS. The working plane is normal to the +W 
axis (the U,V plane). 
The working plane will be added to the data base hierarchy at 
the destination defined by DBST and DEST OBJ (destination object). 
The final structure of the working plane menu will contain many 
functions like WPC(copying a working plane), WPT(translate working 
plane), and many of the editing functions. Many of the* functions 
used for 3olids can be applied to the working plane. All of the 
window, draw, auxiliary view, show and tree editing functions can be 
used. The only graphic object connand that is directly applicable 
for a working plane is 2*) (name object ccmnand). 
We will concentrate here on the functions performed to create, 
redefine working plane, and create the working plane elements(lines, 
points, and circles). The menus hierarchy to enter the mode of line 
creation is shown in Figure 4-3. 
■'■Rotated Coordinates System can be defined as a rotation about an 
axis of either RCS or World Coordinates System 
15 
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Figure 4-3:      line creation menus hierarchy 
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5.   IMPLEtfBM'ATIGN OP STRAIGHT LINE CREATION 
5.1 OVERVIEW 
Line creation was accomplished via an interactive PU program, 
which was added to GRINf as a subprogram of WPSUB, the program which 
nandles. the entire working plane. 
All the possible mathematical techniques for creating a 
straight line were considered. Some of these techniqjes are : a line 
parallel to anotner line and tangent to a circle, a line passing 
througn a defined point and perpendicular to another line, a line 
tangent to two circles, etc. 
To acnieve that the following were required : 
1. Construction of a menus hierarchy to assure that the 
program, after collecting the required data for this task 
through an interactive dialog, will transfer the user 
from one stage to another, and reach the required des- 
tination for performing the appropriate mathematical cal- 
culation. 
2. A method for checking the input errors and providing the 
capability to recover frcm such errors. To this end con- 
trol of the program is transferred to a portion in which 
the user can be prcmpted by his/her error. 
3. Clear and well positioned messages to ensure confusion 
free conversation between the user and the program. 
4. Construction of pure mathematical procedures for the dif- 
ferent calculation functions , so that whenever these 
calculations are necessary they can be called for the 
general use from any • position in tne entire program of 
WPSUB, or any other future modifications in GRIN itself. 
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5. Giving the user the capability to temporarily display 
Tinas an the screen , so the user can verify objects be- 
fore they are put in the data base. The user can accept 
or reject an object, or he can just enter a new function 
and the object will be accepted automatically. 
6. Permitting the user to quit at any stage of the session 
using a CAiAIEL conmand. At that point control will tra- 
nsferred out of tne entire program in one step. Alter- 
natively tiie user can just pop out one level at time if 
ne would like to recover an error. 
The flow chart illustrated in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2 represent 
the structure of the main program, which includes the main and 
secondary menus of the first level in the menus hierarchy. 
It is also shorfn how a user can reject, accept, cancel, or 
enter a new function, after each creation of a line, and how the 
system can implement those tasks. 
5.2 EXTERNAL PROCEDURES 
Procedure DRAW : 
Function 
i. 
Display objects on the screen. 
Parameters 
ALL : Status flag to indicate the task re- 
quired . 
* ALL =» -2   Requests reprojection 
only (No display). 
* ALL =■ -1   Requests display of 
axis indicator only. 
ia 
CALL   MSGKPEATING   A   LINE) 
PROHPTJSET   LENGTH   /   JNLIMITED 
PCI NT/TANGENT/PARALLEL/ 
PEPPFNOiCJLAR/ANGLE/ > 
KETJP.N) 
SET   UNFIG       '=   Q 
SPT   LENFLG      =   0 
SET   ISITC<      =   I 
LENGTH/UNL 1 X/AP OINT/TAtiG/ PAR/PE-* /ANGLE/RET 
^ 
I 
LENGTH 
N! 
LENFLG= I 
UNFLJ = D 
GOTH LINE 
I I I 
POINT | P\R 
I II 
I II 
CALL   L?TTNT      I    CALL      PA* 
I I 
I I 
J TANG                              PE? 
UNLIM            | I 
I CALL   TANG 
I I                         CALL   LPtK      | 
I I                                     I                  I 1 
I I I 
ANGLE I      VIE ACID 
I I I 
I I I 
CALL   LANGLEl      CALL   VIE* 
I I JOTO   LINE 
I I 
I CC/RET 
I I 
I I 
K ETjR.-j 
SET   UNLFLG   =   I 
LENFLG      =      0 
GOTJ   LINE 
I 
I 
INVALID 
I 
I 
CALL   ERKLT^L(3) 
*E*EAD   =   0 
GOTJ   LINE" •> 
G3TC      LINE 
_ I . SET   n   =   0 
CALL   P.nTPTS(2fPTARRA/,PCjT,WPFHAVt ) 
FILL   ELEMA^AY,   giTW'tt'J 
NOEDGES   =   1 
. CALL    IMMUOZO(NGEL)OF) 
6— ■<■- 
Figure 5-1:  Main Program Structure 
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CALL MSGiRETUKN,REJECT 
OR ENTER NEXT FUNCTION) 
PkOMPTfSEL ANY/SEL RET/ 
SFL "EJECT) 
RET 
L E!\GTH/U\LIM//P3INT/TArjn/P4P./?ER/A,N'JLE/RcT/kEJ 
 —.— — — ___ ——-_ — _— — — _——. —^-.i .__—__ — _—_— ——> ——— — — • 
I 
VIErfCMD 
1 
"     I 
CALL    VIEW 
JGTQ   LINE1 
CALL      CJrNEHNGEDiiEJ. 
CALL      TLRlSTfOBJPTR, 
ITER) 
CALL   DRAfc(O) 
RETURN 
(GETS   TG   ELE^l) 
REJ 
I 
I 
CC 
I 
I 
CALL DKAH(1) 
PEPFAO = 0 
I 
INVALIH LENGTH,   UNL 1-1 
I POINT,    TANvi, 
I PAR,r>FR,   ANGLE 
I I 
I I 
FETURNITC   ELEMl)    I   CALL   GENEL (NOEOGI-S ) 
I    CALL   CLR05T(U»JPT3, 
CALL   ORA*(l) | ITER   ) 
GOT']   LINC J      CAL1   ORAW(O) 
J      REREAD   =   I 
I      GOTO   LINE 
I 
I 
CALL   ERRCTRL13) 
GQTj   LINFl 
Figure 5-2:      Main program Structuref. Continued] 
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* ALL = 0  Requests one object 
only (Pointed to by OBJPTR). 
* ALL =1  Requests new display of 
all unblanked objects and axes. 
* ALL =   2      Requests  only blanked 
objects. 
* ALL =3   Requests new display of 
all unblanked objects and axes, with- 
out names. 
Procedure RDTPTS 
Function : 
Returns the U, V, W coordinates, for the required 
point(s) given the X, Y, Z coordinates and the frame 
matrix'of the working plane desired. 
Parameters 
- NUM :  Represents the number of points to 
be rotated 
- PT :  The points array input to the proce- 
dure. 
- PTROT : The points array output frcm the 
procedure. 
- RMAT : The working plane frame matrix. 
Procedure CONVERT 
Returns the U,V,W coordinates for a. given point, line, arc or 
circle. It also converts arcs to circles. 
Parameters : 
- OBJ : pointer to the required object. 
21 
v 
EDGEN 
ject. 
Edge number in the required ob- 
CLFLG :  flag to indicate whether the eige 
is a point, line or circle. 
* C1FIG = 3  ...  POINT 
* CIFL3 = 1 ... LINE 
* CIFLG = 0 ... CIRQUE 
VER : Array contains the U,V,W coor- 
dinates of a point, or the starting and 
ending point of a line, or the center 
point and point on the circumference of a 
circle. 
Procedure REAEM 
Function : 
Display menus and .prompting messages to user, and 
accept and parse user input. All user input in 
GtUN(except for use of cursor) is done via READM. 
Parameters 
MEfcRJNAME : A menu is an array of charac- 
ters containing the menu items to be dis- 
played. The items will be separated by 
slashes. 
PRCMPT1 : A line of prompt message dis- 
played on the screen with a max. length of 
74 char. 
PROMPT2 : A second line of prompt message 
with a max. length of 36 char. 
IARRAY : Input char, array, IARRAYU) is 
tne entire input, IARRAY(2 - 10) are token 
of input. 
ELTNO : Currently unused, eventually the 
22 
element number pointed to by the user. 
tfotes  : 
1. If REREAD = 1 no user input is requested, 
and no prompt massage is displayed. 
REREAD is set to zero at READM. 
2. Menus can be declared with the preproces- 
sor inacro MDCL, as follows : 
MDCUMELMJIAME, (Cl, C2, ... Cn)); where 
Cl, C2 etc are cottmanis to be recognized. 
Tnat is pointing to menu item Cl with the 
lignt pen is the same as typing it with 
tne keyboard. 
3. The variable OMAND is the same as 
IARRAY(2), the variable ARGUMENT is the 
3ame as IARRAYO). 
Procedure GETNARG : 
Function : 
Convert a string to a double precision floating 
point number. Permits one to determine that user 
input in IARRAYO - 10) is numeric. 
Para-net ers 
STRING : String to be converted. 
NUMBER : Resulting value after conversion. 
RETCODE : Flag to determine if conversion 
is successful 
* REICODE =0 ... If conversion is ok. 
* RETCODE =* 1 ... If input string is 
blank. 
* RETCODE * 2 ... If input string is 
23 
Y non-convertible. 
Notes 
Procedure C0LL2D 
Function 
1. If string is non-numeric but is a legal 
MATHC symbol or expression, its value is 
returned in NUMBER. 
2. Tnis procedure has an entry point 
"GSIMATH" for calling MATHC. 
Parameters 
Tne function of this procedure is to collect points 
frcm tne user in array PTS2D. Eventually this proce- 
dure will be modified so arcs can be entered, and 
are broken into facets whose points are indicated as 
arc points in array PrBITS. The main difference be- 
tween the function of this procedure and procedure 
COLLECT is that in C0LL2D the points collected are 
also rotated to the working plane (will be expressed 
directly in U,V. coordinates of the working plane). 
- NP : Number of points requested(minimum 
number if LUCR -  'REL' 
- INCR : Incremental mode for successive 
points• 
* INCR = 'ASS' ... for a fixed number 
of points, with all distances 
measured frcm the first point. 
* INCR = 'REL' ... for a variable num- 
ber of points, ended by tne user 
ntf coordinates will be set to zero. §•   J 
24 
entry ' 0'. Lines are drawn between 
successive points on entry. Dis- 
tances are measured relative to the 
previous point. 
- PTNUM : number of actual points collected. 
Procedure 3ELELM : 
Function 
me function of this procedure is! to give the user 
tne capability to select any eleiient from the data 
base directly. This will help the system to recog- 
nize the element for which the user is looking. The 
information collected by this procedure is used by 
the math, procedure to determine which line is the 
required one in the case of two alternatives(i.e two 
tang, of a circle). 
Parameters : 
OBJ : Will eventually be the object from 
which the user wants to select an edge. 
For now it is assumed the current 
object(WP). 
CHOiCOJUM : This is a flag to determine 
tne type of element to ba selected. 
* £H3ICS!9dM =1 ... Line, arc, circle 
or point. 
* CriOlCESlM = 2  ...  Line,  arc or 
circle. 
* CHOICQKJM » 3 ... Line. 
* CriOICE*JM =4 ... Arc or line. 
* O30ICENUM * 5 ... Arc or circle. 
EDGE : The number of the edge selected. 
If edge =* 0, this means the edge was never 
found. 
25 
- XHIT, WIT : The coordinates on the screen 
plane of tne point which the user is 
pointed to. 
fcfotes 
1. If NTXPE = " then the OBJECT has no 
edges. 
2. If EDGE = 0 then the edge was not found. 
Procedure GENEL 
Function : 
Parameters 
Notes : 
GStfEL puts an element of data into the data base 
after it confirms that it is the required one. 
- HEDGES : Is the number of edges or ele- 
ments from the EIErtfiWr-ARRAY to go into 
the data base. 
1. The data gathered by GENEL will be put in 
ELEMENT-ARRAY and BITWQRD". 
2. EIEMEOT-ARRAY is the list of values for 
each vertex, and it is in the format of a 
three dimensional array which will have 
two of its dimensions fixed at 3, and the 
third variable depends on how many edges 
are there. 
3. BTTWORD is an array of bits in which the 
type of the edge is to be signed (line, 
point, circle, 180 degree arc etc.). 
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Procedure U»WD2D 
Function 
Temporarily draws the line. on the screen, so the 
user will have the chance to verify the drawing he 
wants before putting the information in the data 
base. 
Parameters 
- NUMEDGES : Which represents the number of 
edges from the EliMEtfT-ARRAY to be drawn 
temporary. 
tfotes   : 
1. The information necessary for drawing 
will be taken from EUMELJT-ARRAY, and no 
changes will be done to either the dis- 
play segment table or to the data base. 
Procedure INVPRQJ 
Function 
The function of this procedure is to project the HIT 
point (point which the user pointed to on the screen 
to select an elanent) to the worlcing plane in order 
tnat mathematical calculation can be done on the 
wortcing plane to compare distances etc. 
Parameters 
- XHIT, fflIT. : Coordinates of the HIT point 
on the screen plane. 
-IMP, VWP :. Coordinates of the HIT point 
after projection. 
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Procedure CIRDST 
Function 
Since tnere is no way to aid an edge to the display 
segment table, the display segment table should be 
cleared before the procedure DRAW is called. Trie 
function of this procedure is to accomplish this 
tasx. When procedure DRAW is called with the 
parameter ALL =0, an updated copy of the edges of 
tnis object will be transferred to the display seg- 
nent taole. 
Parameters 
Q8JPTR : A pointer to the object which 
display segment table will be cleared. 
IRET : Return code. 
* IR2T = 4 ..*. CBJPrR not in display 
segment table being searched. 
* IRET =0 ... QBJPrR found, set suc- 
cessful return. 
Notes 
1-. Whan procedure DRAW is called with the 
parameter ALL =0, an updated copy of the 
edga3 of this object will be transferred 
to tne display segment table. 
2. When DRAW is called with ALL = 1, if 
DaTGOOD = 1, the contents of display seg- 
ment table will be displayed, otherwise 
an updating for all the display segment 
tables of all objects in the data base 
will taJce place. 
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5.3 INTERNAL PROCEDURES 
Procedures LPQINT, UANG, LPAR, LPER, and LANG 
Function : 
These procedures nandle all the alternative ways to 
define a line as follow: 
- LPOINT : Lines passing through a specified 
point. 
- UASG : Lines tangent to a circle or an 
arc. 
- LPAR : Lines parallel to another line. 
- LPER : Lines perpendicular to an arc, 
circle or another line. 
- LANG : Lines having a certain angle to 
another line. 
Tne main functions required from these procedures are 
1. Collecting the first element to define a 
line (point, line, circle or an arc). 
2. Prompt the user by the second level 
menus. 
3. Collect the second element selected by 
the user to define the line. 
4. Continuous error checking for user input. 
5. Prompt the user with suitable messages at 
the third and fourth levels 
6. Collecting other information required (if 
necessary) e.g. Angles, points to in- 
dicate direction, or start points. 
7. Calling the math procedure and passing 
tne suitable parameter for the required 
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calculations. 
8. Storing all the collected data and pass 
it to the required procedure. 
In constructing these procedures the policy was to prevent the 
user from making an error whan it is possible. So the calls to 
arCLSL-l were chosen to contain a parameter which indicates the type 
of element required to be selected, hence the user can select : 
- Circles only in case of tangency. 
- Circles or lines in case of perpendicularity. 
- Lines only in case of parallelism, or in case of an angle 
line. _ 
Phis was helpful in the majority of cases because : 
1. The user was prevented from selecting two elements which 
do not define a unique straight line, e.g. a line paral- 
lel to a line and maicing an angle with an other line. 
2. If tne user makes an error in selecting the required type 
of elanents SELELM will keep prompting the user for the 
required type, until the selection is successful. 
J. fne proper use of SELSLM with center line flag checking 
enabled one to deal with 3ome of tne complex situations 
s.ucn as tne case of a line perpendicular to two elements 
as shown in Figure 5-J. 
Despite all tnis tnere are still few cases in which tne user can 
create such errors. For example in the case of perpehdicular lines 
the user can select a line at the beginning, and when he gets to the 
second level menu he can choose a pa3s suitable only for arcs and 
circles, as shown in Figure 5-4. In the case of creating a line PER 
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to anotner line, and PAR. to a third one. In 3uch ca3es the user 
will receive an error message and be given the chance to recover the 
error. Two examples of implementation of the 3econd and third level 
menus are illastrated in the flow charts shown in Figure 5-5, and 
Figure 5-6. 
Parameters : 
Procedure GETLBNGTH : 
Function 
This procedure is an internal procedure of IMATH, 
and it will be called if the length flag is set to 
one. The main function of this procedure is to 
define a way in which the line will be terminated. 
So the tasks required from this procedure are : 
1. Prompting the user with the necessary 
messages. 
2. Collecting the data of the selected 
limiting elements, the length keyed, 
direction point or collecting an ap- 
proximate end point. 
3. Checking for error and recovery- 
Tne way this procedure WOTKS is illustrated below. 
PROCEDURE QSriENGIHr 
BEGIN 
PR0rtPr(  SEL MENU / SEL EIEMENT / KEY I£NGrH) 
CHECK INPUT; 
IF INPUr IS NUMERIC 
THEN 
SEGItf 
SEND MESSAGE; 
PROMPTdNrER DIRECTION POINT); 
COLIECT POINT; 
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f   PCR-OFR "\ 
I    CALL  MSG 
I    (CREATING LINE GIVEN 1ST PER LINE/ 
I SEL 2ND PER ELE1) 
I I 
SFLE'lfCLiJPT? ,2ttOGENCtXHIT,YHl'T-) SF LE M ( OB JPTR , 5 , EDGENCJ, XH I T, VHI T ) 
I I 
I I 
YES 
i 
RETURN 
CALL   CC5NVERT( 38JJTP ,EL)'-»ENCtCLFLJf VE3 ) 
I 
NC 
<< < 
CALL LMATM(?ECP:O 
t .--  
YES 
CALL    LMATH(^ELPEC) 
I 
I 
KETUP'J 
Figure 5-3:  Creating line PERP. to 2 elements 
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I      CALL   ^SG(CREATING   PER   LINCJ 
I 
CALL    SFLFH   (UBJPT*.   2,   EDGENiO,   XHIT.YHIT) 
   I 
I 
RETURN 
YES 
»  CALL EPRCTRL(l) 
RET JR.* 
C^LL  CCNVEPTC JBJPTR, FOGENO.CLFLG, VFk) 
' STOH:  V-'T 
STCE   CLFLG 
I 
K LJHl ) 
CALL yS"f CA'CATIN-, 3£R LIME) 
PKL^PT ISEL P'U'JT/PAIULLCL/ 
PEKPENOICULAR/ANGLE) 
I 
PUI <JT/P ir</TANG/->CR/A^GLt 
PAR I 
I 
4    ^ Y   GCTG   3£R-°T 
I 
I 
I II I I 
VIEWED I INVALID I ANGLfc 
I I I I I 
CALL   VIEW I I PER I 
GOTC   LPCR1 I   CALL   ERR.V-TRL(3>    I I 
Y GCTC.   L3F°l        y T 
GOTO   PFR-PER    I 
CC 
I 
I 
hETlMM 
I      MH" 
I 
GCTG   PER-pAR 
>« 
CALL   E"«CTRLU) 
GCTn   LPER 
if)TO   3ER-VK 
Figure 5-4:  Creating PERP* Line 
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CALL MSG(C«FATJNG ANGLE LINE! 
CALL SELEM(0PJ?TRf3,EDGEN0#XHIT,YHIT) 
CALL EPPCTRH 1) 
RETURN 
CALL CONVERT OajPTR.EDGENOtCLFLGtVE?) 
STJRE  VERT 
I 
CALL   MSS(C<»EATINJ   AN„LE   LINE) 
PRLM?T(KE Y   ANGLE) 
,(    l-r'    > 
Ci/ 
YFS 
T" 
f 
CALL   MSG 
( CREATING AMr,LF LIUE-i 
3
-t']^TISEL TANGtNT/ 
OF'VEADIC-JLAV 
pr;i.M) 
"^\       LAT.Gl      J 
CALL   FP=t,T'LJ5) 
GJTD  LNG 
i M r. / ^ c. 
 , ^i 
/PfJ.T 
I 
i -i \ J 
I 
GfTj 
ANG-TAN 
PEr< 
I 
Grirn 
ANG-PFk 
PC I NT 
GOTi/ 
a-^-PT 
I I 
VlcrfC-IL) INVALID 
I I 
I       CAtL    ERRCTRLl'J) 
I I 
CALL   VIt«   t | 
i "....A 
I 
crCTC      LANG I 
CC        i 
Y 
-<■ 
Figure S-5:      Creating Angle Line 
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f  r'FR-ANG ^ 
I 
I 
1 
T 
  i 
CALL  MSG 
CREATINGfLINE   GIVEN  PER   ELEM/ 
SEL   ANGLE   LINE) 
CALL      SpLEM(08JPTRf31 ED'iENO, XHIT, YH1 T) 
I 
RETURN 
CALL   CCJMCERT(DajPTR,ED«€N0fCLfL J.VER) 
CALL   MS-'JICREATINVLJNE   GTVEN   ?E»   ELE«, 
• AND   ANG   LINF    ) 
PRC<PTl KEY   ANGLE) 
NO 
t 
I YES 
RETURN ^ 
CALL   vJETNARGlCCi.V^NT, MT13ER tRETCrDEl 
I 
.1 
CALL   PRWCTRL(5) 
GOTC   PERANGl 
I 
I 
CALL   LMATH(JECANG) 
RETURN 
I 
Pigure 5-6:      Creating FERAHGOE line 
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IF COMMAND = CC 
THEN 
00 BACK TO IMATH; 
ELSE 
IF NACT ■ 0 
THEN 
BEGIN 
ERROR CTRL(2); 
GO BACK TO GETIENGTH; 
END; 
STORE POINT; 
SET LIMfr FL3 = 2; 
END; 
ELSE 
JASE CCM4AND OF 
PrS  :  BEGIN 
SEND MESSAGE; 
PROMPT(ENTER END POINr); 
COLIECr POINT; 
CHECK FOR CC AND NACT; 
SEP LIMP FIG = 3; 
END; i 
IND :   BEGIN 
SEI£IM(POINr,   UNE OR CIRCLE); 
" IF COMMA iD = CC 
THEN 
GO BACK TO IMATH 
EISE 
IF EDGENO =0 
'MEN 
BEGIN 
ERROR CTRUl); 
GO BACK TO GEFIENGTH; 
END; 
SET LIMr FIG = 1; 
END; 
CC  :   GO BACK TO IMATH; 
VIEMZOM  :  BEGIN 
CALL VIEW; 
GO BACK TO GSTLSNGTH; 
END; 
OrHERa   :   BEGIN 
ERROR CrRL(3); 
GO BACK TO GSrLSNGffl; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
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Procedure ERRCTRL 
Funccion : 
Tne functions of this procedure are as follows : 
- Sending suitable error messages to the 
user 
- Setting a flag for the kinds of errors 
which require the program to transfer con- 
trol to the start statement. 
- Eventually this procedure will also set a 
destination to which control must be tra- 
nsferred after every type of error. 
Parameters 
- ERRCJO : An integer represents the number 
of the- error which occurred. 
Procedure UMLIM 
Function 
rhis procedure will be called from IMATH if the UN- 
FLG = 0; tnis means that the user requires an unr 
limited .line, so UNLIM must perform the following : 
To check if the user required an unlimited 
line from both ends or from one end only. 
In case the line has only one end UNLIM 
will prompt the user to enter a point to 
indicate the approximate location for 
limiting the end. 
To collect the point and check for CC and 
errors. 
TO call CCMPDIS to make the necessary cal- 
culation to define which end must be 
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limited. 
- To set the BITWORD to one of the following 
1.- BIIWORD = '0111' ... both ends are 
unlimited. 
2. BITWORD = '0110' ... start point un- 
<§■ limited. 
3. BIIWORD = '0101* ... end point un- 
limited. 
Procedure U4ATH r 
Function : 
Procedure IMATH is the main procedure for the cal- 
culations of straight line creation, and it contains 
all the pure mathamtical procedures,, which can be 
called from any point in GRIN to perform necessary 
calculations. IMATH will accomplish the following 
tasks : 
1. Call INVPROJ to project the HIT point 
from the plane of the screen to the work- 
ing plane. 
2. Call the appropriate pure math procedure 
for the required calculation 
3. Check for the UNFIG and LNFIfi to deter- 
mine the coordinates of the end points 
and start points. 
4. If IrWFIG = 1, call GBTIJEMGTH. 
5. If GEriENGTH was called and the kind of 
line required has no default start point, 
thdn it will call GErSEART. 
6. Expending on what method the user chose 
in GErUWGTH to terminate the line IMATH 
will call one of the following : 
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a. Call PftJJECT in case of selecting 
an existing point, or entering a 
new point, so the projection of the 
point on the line will be the end 
point. 
b. Call the assanbler routines LINLIN 
or LLNCIR to find the intersection 
point of the line with the limiting 
line or circle. 
c. Call CCMPDI3 to get the end point 
if the user enters a length and a 
direction point. - 
d. Call UNLIM if the unflg = 1 to set 
the BHWORD to the proper value. 
Parameters 
- WHICH : Is a string of characters which 
defines the name of the pure math proce- 
dure required. 
fne structure of the main mathematical procedure is shown- in 
the flow chart illustrated in Figure 5-7. 
The pure math procedures ; 
The following are the main ideas in designing the method by 
whicn calculations in this program are done. 
- The main math procedure contains the minor pure math 
procedures as well as the capability of defining a length 
or a limiting element. This gives the option of either 
calling these procedure from the main program, or from 
every where in GRIN. It also gives the alternatives of 
only performing the required calculation to definea line, 
or performing the entire function of IMATH. 
- It was clear that most of the complicated calculations in 
some of these procedures can be broken dovn to simpler 
calculations done in other procedures.  For example, the 
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■■) CALL   INVPPQJ 
GfcT   THE   CANCNICU   FLPM   OF   INPUT   LINES 
I 
- , 
*HlCH   = 
PTTAN/TAVTAN/TANPA/TANPEC/TANPEL/TANANG/PTPA/PAPEC/PAQFF/PTPEL/PTPEC 
PCCPEC/PtLPEC/PFCANG/PTANG 
■ I- 
1 
°TTAN 
1 
1 
TANTAN 
1 
1 
TAMPEC 
1 
1 
CALL 
LPTT-\N 
1 
CALL 
LTANTAN 
 1.  
1 
CALL 
LTANPFC 
:.-JL-  ...     \ 
NO 
I 
CALL 
GETLENGTH(LI*WAY,LENiTHtFLF^ENTTtPGINTT) 
LIMWAY   =   ? 
I 2 
I I 
I I 
CALL CALL 
CO^POTST CC^VFrtT 
I 
1 
CLFLG=      0 
I 
I 
CALL 
PK'JJECT 
I 
SET   PTHUT 
1 
SET   M'T-KGRO 
I 
t 
'•"ETjR'i 
I 
CALL 
LINCI* 
SFT   PTOUT 
KEtJRN 
I 
CALL 
L1NLIM 
I 
I 
CALL 
PROJECT 
I 
Figure 5-7:      The Main Mathematical Procedure Structure 
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procedure, LTANPEC whicn calculates the two end points of a 
line tangent to a circle and perpendicular to another can 
be done in the following way : 
i. Call LPTrAN to define a line passing through the 
center of the ' circle Cl Figure 5-8 and tang to 
circle C2 . 
2. Call LLNCIR to define the points of intersection of 
circle Cl with this tangent line. 
3. Call COMPDIS to choose which point of intersection 
is nearer to the HIT point so it will be the end 
point of the line. 
The previous steps can be illustrated as follows: 
CALL LPTrAM(CEN1, C2, HTT2, PTOUri); 
CALL LINCIR(L1,C1,11,12.K); 
CALL COMPDI3(HITl, II, 12, SHORTER); 
IF SHORTER =1 
THEN 
PT0Ur2 = II; 
ELSE 
IF SHORTER = 2 
THEN 
PKXJr2 = 12; 
/* NO CHECK FOR RETURN COOE K IS NECESSARY */ 
/* BECAUSE THE DIAMBrSR MUST INTERSECT */ 
/* WITH THE CIRCLE'*/ 
• These procedures begin the definition of tne required line 
by setting tne end points temporarily to the default 
points (e.g. tne tangency points or intersection points), 
if there is no default (e.g. the case of line parallel to 
1
 line and passing through a point, one end has a default 
but not tne other) the system will assume a temporary 
length equal to two units. Finally LMATH will take care 
of checking the LENFLG and UNFLG and hence will modify the 
end points if necessary. 
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HIT1 
Figure 5-8:      Creating UANHBC 
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List of math procedure 
Procedure   Function S.M.P 
LPrPSL            .line thru point IINLttf 
perp. to other line 
LPrPEC     line tiiru point LLMCIR 
perp. to a circle COMPDIS 
LPITAN     line'tnru point COMPDIS 
tang, to circle 
laPrPA      line thru point CJONE 
par. to other line , 
LPTAL-JG Line tnru point UNLIN 
at angle to line LLNCIR 
LTAUPA Line tang,   to LINCIR 
circle    par. CCMPDIS 
to a^l in- 
LTAWPEL line tang.- to LINCIR 
circle perp. COMPDIS 
to line 
LTAtfPEC Line tang,  to LPTTAN 
circle perp. LINCIR 
to circle COMPDIS 
IPAPfiC Line par.  to LDHCIR 
line perp. CCfiPDIS 
to circle 
LPfiLPfiC Line perp.  to LLtfCIR 
line perp. COMPDIS 
to circle 
LPflCPBC Line perp.  to UtfCIR 
circle perp. . CCMPDIS 
to circle LLcJCIR 
CCMPDIS 
LPECAUG Line perp.  to LPTANG 
circle at angle COMPDIS 
to other line 
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LTAIWNG 
LPAOFF 
LTANTAN 
JJrtPDI.: 
Line tang, to IPTANG 
circle at angle LINCIR 
to other line CCMPDIS 
LPIANG 
Line par. to LPTPEL 
line offset LINCIR 
distance C0MPDI3 
LPTPA 
Line tang, to CIRCLR 
Two circles COMPDIS 
LINCIR 
COtfPDIS 
LPTTAN 
LPTATN 
LINCIR 
CCMPDIS 
LPITAN 
Given a ref. pt. 
ini 2 input points 
finds the shorter 
of tne 2 distances. 
N3NE 
Note tnat in the previous table we used the following abbrevia- 
tions 
1. Tang. <=> Tangent 
2. Par. <=> Parallel 
3. Perp. <==> perpendicular 
4. S.M.P <=> Sequence of math procedures called during 
calculations 
Pararoeters for math proceiures 
vie  will list here the parameters required for each math proce- 
dure and for the purpose of illustration here we will give them an 
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englisii-liKe names. 
LPfPEL( point 1,1 inel > ptout) 
-  I^fPS^pointl, circlel, hitl, ptx>ut) 
LPfTAtJ (pointl, circlel, hit 1, ptout) 
I^rPA(pointl,linel,ptout) / 
LPTAMG(point1,iinel,degrees,ptout) 
LTANPA(circlel,hitl,linel/ptoutl,ptout2)) 
LTANPEL(circlel,hitl,linel,ptoutl,ptout2) 
LTAMPE2 (circlel,hit1,circle2,hit2,ptoutl,ptout2) 
LPAPEC (linel, circlel, hitl, ptoutl, ptout2) 
LPELPSC(linel,circlel,hitl,ptout1,ptout2) 
LPKPflC (circlel, hit 1, circle2, hit2, ptout 1, ptout2) 
IPECANG( circlel, hitl,linel,degrees,ptoutl,ptout2) 
LTA!tfA:<JG( circlel, hitl, 1 inel, degrees, ptoutl, ptout2) 
LPagtFF (linel, of f s st, referenoerpt # ptoutl, ptout2) 
LTAtfrAN(circlel,nit1,circle2,hit2,ptoutl,ptout2) 
CCMPDIS(base-pt,ptl,pt2,snort-fig) 
5.4 ASSEMBLER HO/TINES 
It was clear in the design of the mathematical functions that 
we must make use of the built in assembler routines which were writ- 
ten mainly to support the njnerical control processor designed to 
implement the API" Language. Two of these routines are used in this 
Automatically Programmed Tool. 
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program. 
An exaiiple of  the *ray in *mich thesa subprogram are invoked is 
3norfn as follows: 
DcEIARE LINLIN ENrRY( C4)lrLDATr (3), (4)  FLOAT(a). 
(2)  FIOAr(a),   BIN FIXED(15)) 
OPTIONS(  ASSEMBLER INTER); 
/* S>J0U3i& COSFFICIMVS OF CANONICAL EQUATION */ 
LINEl(l)  » V2(2)   - Vi(2); 
LINE1(2) = -V2(l)  + VI(l); 
LINE1(4)  = VI(1)*V2(2)   - v2(l)*Vl(2); 
LINE2U) = V22(2)  - V12(l); 
LINE2(2) = -V22U)  + V12(l); ^ 
LINE2(4) .» V12(1)*V22(2> —i?22(l)*V12(2); 
CALL LINLIN(LINE1, LINE2, UVP, J) ; 
IF J = 0 
MSN DO; 
REREAD = 1; 
CALL ERRCTRL(3); 
RETURN? 
END; 
LINLIN subroutine : 
———————^—————-. A 
Function : 
For determining the intersection point (canonical 
form) of tvo given lines. To invoke the function 
GALL HNLIN( LI, L2, P, I). 
INPUT : 
Ll(l) : X coefficient of line LL. 
LI(2) : Y coefficient of line LI. 
H(4) : constant term of line LL. 
L2(l) : X coefficient of line L2. 
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OUTPUT 
K2(2) : Y cx>efficient of line 12. 
12(4) : constant term of line L2. 
P(l) : X coordinate of intersection. 
P(2) : Y coordinate of intersection. 
1 : return code. 
\y 
* I = 1 ... one unique point of inter- 
section. 
* I = 0 ... no unique point of inter- 
section, lines are parallel or col- 
linear. 
LINCIR subroutine : 
Function 
INPUr 
For determining the intersection points (canonical 
forms) of a given line and circle. 
L(l) 
L(2) 
L(4) 
C(l) 
C(2) 
C(7) 
X coefficient of line equation. 
Y coefficient of line equation. 
constant terra of line equation. 
X coordinate of center of circle. 
Y coordinate of ^center of circle. 
Radius of circle (must be > 0.0). 
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ourPLrr 
Pl(l) : X coordinate of intersection PI. 
P1T2) : Y coordinate of intersection PI. 
P2(l) : X coordinate of intersection P2. 
P2(2) : Y coordinate of intersection P2. 
I Return code (point status). 
* I = 2 T*to  unique points of intersec- 
tion. 
* I = 1 One unique point of intersec- 
tion . 
* I = 0 Dfc> point of intersection. 
A relative error of 0.0005 % is permitted 
in tne tangency case. 
CIRCIR subroutine : 
Function 
Subprogra-n for determining the intersection points 
(canonical form) of two given circles. Function is 
invoiced by CALL CIRCIR(C1,C2,P1,P2,I). 
INPUf : 
Cl(l) 
Cl. 
Cl(2) 
Cl. 
Cl(7) 
0.0). 
C2(l) 
C2. 
X coordinate of center of circle 
Y coordinate of center of circle 
Radius of circle Cl (must be > 
X coordinate of center of circle 
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OUrPOT : 
C2(2) : Y coordinate of center of circle 
C2. 
C2(7) : Radius of circle C2 (must be > 
0.0). 
PI(1) : X coordinate of intersection PI. 
PI(2) : Y coordinate of intersection PI. 
P2(l) : X coordinate of intersection P2. 
P2(2) : Y coordinate of intersection P2. 
I : Return coda (point status). 
* I = 2 •.. TV*o points of intersection. 
* 1=1 ... One point of intersection. 
* 1 = 0 ... DJo points of intersection. 
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6. LINE CREATION USER GUIDE 
6.1 MAIN MENU 
Tne user can create lines that are eitner unbounded or have a 
specified length.  When the user enters the connand "LINE", the fol- 
lowing menu will appear: 
LENGTH / UNLIM // POINT / TANG / PAR / PER / ANGLE 
If a natural boundary exists for a line, the line length will 
default to the determined length. Et>r example, a line created be- 
tween 2 points will be bounded by those 2 points. If no natural 
boundary exists (i.e. a line through a point and parallel to another 
line) an unbounded line */ill be the default. 
If the user desires a line lengtn different from the defaults, 
ne/sne must select one of the first 2 catmands (LENGTH or UNLIM) be- 
fore selecting any of the otners. 
If LENGTH is selected the system will prompt the user for one 
of the following: *' 
- Starting point and ending point. 
*Tne starting and ending points in- such case do not have to be ex- 
actly on the line, because they will be projected on the line to 
define the accurate points. So the user can just indecates those 
point approximately on the screen. 
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- Starting point, length and point to indicate the direc- 
tion. 
- Starting point and a Limiting object . 
If more than one line is possible, the user should select the 
objects nearest to the line desired. 
The user can at this stage of the woridng session select to hit 
the CANCEL or RSrURN Keys to pop out of tne LINE program. RSIURN 
will cause tne program to pop out only one level to the calling sub- 
program ELSM1, but CANCEL will go all the way out to GRIN. 
I 
6.2 SECOND AND THIRD LEVEL MENUS 
Starting from the main menu we will illustrate here all the 
possible alternatives the user may choose, and the menus following 
these choices. 
1. If POINT is chosen, the user is prompted to select a 
point (point 1). (The user can use LOC, A, FN, IND). 
The following menu will then appear: 
POINT/ TANG/ PAR/ PER/ ANGLE 
a. If POINr is chosen, the user is prompted to select 
another point (point2) and a line is created be- 
tween point 1 and point 2. 
^Sometimes the starting point will default to an initial 
point (i.e. when the user selects a line passing through a point and 
tang, to a circle 
1 
b. If TANG is chosen, the user is prompted to select 
an arc or circle. A line is created through point 
1 tangent to the selected arc or circle. 
c. If PAR is chosen, the user is prompted to select 
either a line (unlimited or limited), or the U or V 
axis. An unbounded line is created through point 1 
and parallel to the selected line or axis. 
d. If PER is chosen, the user is prompted to select 
any object (arc, line, pr., circle) a line is 
created between point 1 and the line perpendicular 
to tne object.       »» 
e. If ANGLE is chosen, the user is prompted to provide 
the number of degrees the angle forms with the 
selected line or axis. An unbounded line will be 
created. 
2. If EANG is selected the user is prompted to select an arc 
or circle. Tne following nvanu will be displayed: 
POINT/ TANG/ PAR/ PER/ ANGLE. 
a. If POINT is chosen, the user is prompted to select 
appoint (the user can use IOC, A, FN, IND). A line 
is created tangent to the selected arc or circle 
and through the chosen pdint. 
b. If TANG is chosen, the user is prompted to select 
another arc or circle. A line is then created tan- 
gent to both selected figures. 
c. If PAR is chosen, the user is prompted to select 
either a line or the U or V axis. An unbounded 
line is created tangent to the arc or circle and 
parallel to the selected line or axis. 
d. If PER is chosen, the user is prompted to select 
any object. A line is created tangent to the arc 
or circle and perpendicular to the selected object. 
e. If ANGLE is chosen, the user must provide the num- 
ber of degrees the angle forms with a selected line 
or axis. A line is then created tangent to the arc 
or circle, and at the specified angle fram« the 
selected line or axis.       ' 
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If PAR Is chosen, the user is prompted to select any line 
or axis. The following menu will then appear: 
POINT/ TANG/ PER/ OFF 
a. If POINT is cnosan, the user is prompted to enter a 
point( the user can use IDC, A, FN, IND). An un- 
bounded line is then created parallel to the 
selected line at the entered point. 
b. If rANG is chosen, the user is prompted to select 
an arc or circle. AN unbounded line is then 
created parallel to the selected line, and tangent 
to tne selected arc or circle. 
c. If PER is chosen, the user is prompted to select 
any object. An unbounded line is then created 
parallel to the selected line, and perpendicular to 
the selected object. 
d. If OFF is chosen, the user is prompted to enter a 
distance and a point to show direction. An un- 
bounded line is then created parallel to the 
selected line with offset equal to the chosen dis- 
tance in the chosen direction. 
4. If PER is chosen, the user is prompted to select any ob- 
ject (OBJECT 1). The following menu will then appear: 
POINT/ TANG/ PAR/ PER/ ANGIE 
a. If POINT is chosen, the user is prompted to enter a 
point. A line will be created perpendicular to OB- 
JECT 1 and tnrough the entered point. 
b. If TANG is chosen, the user is prompted to select 
an arc or a circle. A line will be created perpen- 
dicular to OBJECT 1 and tangent to the selected arc 
or circle. 
c. If PAR is chosen, the user is prompted to select a 
line. An unbounded line will be created perpen- 
dicular to OBJECT 1 and parallel to the selected 
line. (Note : If OBJECT 1 is a line, this camand 
will generate an error message because there is in- 
sufficient information to create a line). 
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d. If PER is chosen, the user is ^promoted to select 
any object. A line will be created perpendicular 
to both OBJECT 1 and the other selected object 
(Note: both objects cannot be lines). 
e. If ANGLE is chosen,' the user must proyide the nott- 
ber of degrees the angle forms with a selected line 
or axis^ A line is then created perpendicular to 
OBJECT 1 and at the specified angle from the 
selected line or axis. (Note: OBJECT 1 cannot be a 
line). 
5. If ANGLE is chosen the user must provide the number of 
degrees the angle vforms witn the selected line or axis, 
tne following menu will appear: 
POLOT / TANG / PER 
a. If POINT is chosen, the user is prompted to enter a 
point. A line is then created at the specified 
angle from tne selected line and through the chosen 
point. 
b. If TANG is chosen, the user is prompted to select 
an arc or circle. A line is then created at the 
specified angle from the selected line and tangent 
to the selected arc or circle. 
c. If PER is chosen, the user is prompted to select an 
arc or circle. A line is then created at the 
specified angle from the selected line and perpen- 
dicular to the selected arc or circle. 
We must mention here that all the lines described above are the 
defaults if the user does not select either LENGTH or UNLIM. 
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6.3 SECONDARY MB*J 
After the user enters all the information needed to define a 
line, the line will be displayed on the screen, but not yet stored 
in tne data base. Tne following secondary menu will appear: 
REJ / RET // UNLIM / LENGTH // POINT / TASG / 
PAR / PER / ANGLE 
Tne user can now caoose one of tne following: 
1. Reject the line created and continue the working session, 
to create another line.' 
■2.  Just accept and go back to the ELEM1 to create point, 
circle, connected line. 
3. Accept and resume creating a new line. 
4. Cancel to reject and pop out of theowhole program back to 
GRIM. 
6.4 GRIN FUNCTIONS APPLICABLE TO to LINE 
After getting out of the working plane node, the user can use 
most of GRIN conmands (e.g SrKW, DRAW, WINDOW), and also same of the 
most important conmands performed on line string, like Polygon 
translation and rotation to create a solid. Other functions for 
scaling and axis rotation are also applicable. Figure 6-1 and 
Figure 6-2 illustrate a 3olid created using GRIN commands, and a 
line string created by the LINE program, both before and after* using 
tne GRIN function for rotation of axes. Figure 6-3 illusterates the 
scaling function application. 
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i     y 
^^ 
Figure 6-1:       l9anetric view 
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4r  - / 
Figure 6-2:  Rotation of 75 degrees 
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f. 
^^"»», 
^ 
Figure 6-3:  Half size scaling 
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7. CONCIDSIONS 
Trie user interface to Graphic systems should receive more at- 
tention than it has to date. It is a crucial factor in determining 
whether the system will be accepted by mechanical designers. 
One of the questions raised when GDP/GRIH was introduced was 
whetner mechanical designers would be able to think and work in 
terms of vol-ume primitives on a 2D graphic screen. 
Tne development of enhanceinents to GRIN which makes possiole 
tne entry to tne system of a 2D drawing in a working plane aids in 
the following ways: 
- The system can be used as a 2D graphic system to generate 
engineering drawings in one plane. 
- Tne enhancement will help engineering students and 
generally all beginners to gradually become familiar, with 
a complicated system. 
- Solids can be added to the system in 3D by translating or 
rotating a loop of lines entered in the working plane 
mode. 
This system a3 newly designed in this report handles a larger 
number of alternative ways for line creation than ever introduced 
before in any 2D graphic, system. Most of the existing systems are 
designed to assume as many defaults as possible, and always use 
these defaults to implicitly perform t£\e  function required. In con- 
o 
trast witn these systems, the system designed here, performs in a 
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way as to always give the user the choice between implicit and ex- 
plicit ways to define any element. This provides for: 
tne proper use of the defaults and the above mentioned al- 
ternatives in order to minimize user confusion during the 
worK session. 
the elimination of the need to use the cannand for line 
edit just after line creation, to nrwaJce the necessary 
modifications, to get the required line. 
There is still a great deal of work, to do to improve the edit- 
ing function of the working plane and to improve the way the user 
can give input data to the system in a quick, accurate and con- 
venient way. „ 
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